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ABSTRACT
In today’s rapidly evolving world, maintaining a comprehensive
overview of the future landscape is essential for staying compet-
itive and making informed decisions. However, given the large
volume of daily news, manually obtaining a thorough overview of
an entity’s future prospects is quite challenging. To address this, we
present a system designed to automatically extract and summarize
future-related information of a queried entity from news articles.
Our approach utilizes a novel and publicly accessible multi-source
dataset comprising 6,800 annotated sentences to fine-tune a lan-
guage model to identify future-related sentences. We then use topic
modeling to extract the main topics from the data and rank them
by relevance as well as present them on an interactive timeline.
User evaluations have shown that the timelines and summaries
our system produces are useful. The system is available as a web
application at: https://chronicle2050.regevson.com.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A large amount of news articles is published on the web every
single day [3]. A significant fraction of those articles contain infor-
mation predictive or related to future events [7]. Extracting and
analyzing such information regarding a specific entity would offer
a comprehensive overview of its future prospects. However doing
this manually is not feasible as one would have to examine the
articles line by line, identifying nuanced references to the future.
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Furthermore, this would have to be done regularly so as to always
have the most up-to-date information. Thus, it is clear that an au-
tomated system, capable of extracting, processing and visualizing
this information is needed. This system would be beneficial in a va-
riety of different fields. From analyzing predictions related to stock
market movements, monitoring corporate developments as well as
gaining insights into market trends and emerging technologies, the
potential applications are limitless.

To address this problem, we present a system specifically de-
signed for extracting, summarizing, ranking and visualizing future-
related content within news collections. The process is initiated by
a user providing an entity, whose future should be explored. The
system then downloads and preprocesses news articles related to
the provided entity. In the next step, a neural network classifier is
employed to classify sentences as either being future-related or not.
Following classification, the selected sentences are organized into
distinct topics, which are then presented to the user in a structured
manner. Additionally, the topics are labeled with representative
keywords that provide insight into the content of each cluster. To
provide an even better overview, we incorporate a temporal per-
spective into the presentation of the results. We do this by analyzing
the sentences for temporal expressions, extracting and normalizing
them and then mapping the sentences, ranked by their relevance,
onto a timeline.

Automatic identification and extraction of future-related infor-
mation from text has been researched before. Baeza-Yates [1] for-
malized the concept of "future retrieval". Early methods for future
information retrieval relied on time-taggers and predefined tempo-
ral expressions to extract data [5, 6, 9, 10]. Data was then analyzed
for unique properties [8] to create features for classifier training
[14]. For example, one study used morphosemantic patterns as
features [12], while another classified clauses using features like
POS tags and word co-occurrences to determine if a sentence refers
to the future [20]. Semantic role labelling was also employed for
this purpose [13]. Some systems also predicted future events using
past data [15, 16], while others analyzed patterns of future-related
content in social media [4].

In the timeline summarization line of research, which is also
related to our study, content is grouped and ranked to form a time-
line. Common techniques involve using TF-IDF-vectors or SBERT
embeddings [17] to represent sentences, and methods like Affin-
ity Propagation [18, 21] and Markov Clustering [2] for clustering.
Sentence rankings inside of a topic or event often depend on the sim-
ilarity to a centroid sentence [2] or on metrics like date-importance
and informativeness [18].
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2 APPROACH
In the following sections, we first introduce our publicly available1
dataset and then we describe the details of our approach.

2.1 Dataset
As already mentioned, our approach to data gathering differs from
traditional methods. Earlier strategies have frequently relied on
extracting data using temporal expressions. However, this approach
has its limitations. More intricate predictions lacking explicit dates
or simple temporal cues would not be detected and therefore would
not be included in the training data. To address this, our dataset
incorporates a rich variety of 6,800 manually labeled sentences.
The sentences have been collected from different sources without
relying on specific queries, and therefore exhibit unique lexical and
structural features and represent a diverse set of topics. Table 1
provides a breakdown of our data sources.
Table 1: Data source analysis: count of Future-Related (Posi-
tive) vs. Non-Future-Related (Negative) sentences, along with
rate of sentences lacking temporal expressions.

Sources Positives Negatives Sentences without
temporal expressions (%)

Longbets 448 0 20
Horizons 51 62 84
ChatGPT 305 305 70
News 2501 3128 39
Total 3305 3495 41

Longbets2 is a platform that enables users to share and bet on
predictions. In contrast, Horizons3 is more focused on emerging
technologies. The News sentences were extracted from New York
Times4 articles. ChatGPT5 was used for its capability to generate
highly specific data. Using specialized prompts, we were able to
obtain highly specific and tailored training data. We then manually
labelled sentences as future-related or non-future-related.

2.2 Approach Overview
We now take a closer look at our system’s five main components:
1) Data Retrieval and Preprocessing, 2) Classification, 3) Topic Mod-
eling, 4) Postprocessing, 5) Time-Tagging. A summary of the work-
flow can be seen in Figure 2.

2.2.1 Data Retrieval and Preprocessing. To initiate the process, the
user has to provide a topic or entity to the system, whose future
should be analyzed. Using the Newscatcher API6, related articles
are downloaded in parallel. The user can specify the amount and the
timeframe of these articles. Once downloaded, they are split up into
sentences. These sentences subsequently undergo preprocessing to
prepare them for the next steps.

1https://github.com/regevson/chronicle2050
2https://longbets.org
3https://radar.envisioning.io/horizons
4https://www.nytimes.com
5https://chat.openai.com
6https://www.newscatcherapi.com
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the system’s data processing
pipeline.

2.2.2 Classification. Our classifier was implemented using a Dis-
tilRoBERTa7 model, which was fine-tuned by appending a feed-
forward network to the output. DistilRoBERTa is a smaller, faster
version of RoBERTa language model [11], trained to preserve its
performance on downstream tasks. It was chosen over the larger
RoBERTa model because our system requires real-time inference,
where speed is critical. To further increase performance, the se-
quence length was reduced to 50 tokens. Considering that the model
only processes one sentence at a time, and given that the average
sentence length in our dataset is 20 words, this is sufficient. The
outputs from the DistilRoBERTa model undergo mean pooling to
produce a 768-dimensional vector, which is then fed into our fine-
tuning feed-forward network.

Training Details. We fine-tuned the network on our dataset over
the course of 14 epochs with the following configurations:

• Batch size: 8
• Learning rate: 1.5e-6
• Warmup: 0.2
• Weight decay: 0.001

Validation Details. We employed 10-fold cross-validation to ob-
tain performance estimates for the model. The following metrics
show the average scores we achieved:

• Accuracy: 0.965
• Precision: 0.953
• Recall: 0.98
• F1-score: 0.97
• AUC-ROC: 0.964

Inference. The preprocessed sentences are fed into the fully trained
model, which outputs a score between 0 and 1, indicating the proba-
bility that the sentence is future-related. Sentences with a probabil-
ity above 0.9 are considered positives and are forwarded to the topic
modeling step. To enable active learning, all sentences are stored to-
gether with their confidence scores, subsequently manually labeled
and inserted into the training dataset.

2.2.3 Topic Modeling. To present the user with sentences assigned
to topics, we perform topic modeling using BERTopic8, a system
that extracts topics from text documents by embedding them in
a high-dimensional space using SBERT9 and then clustering the

7https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base
8https://maartengr.github.io/BERTopic/index.html
9https://www.sbert.net/
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Figure 1: Visualization of the system’s key components: (left) The interactive timeline featuring an open tooltip section, and
(right) the Word Cloud also with an open tooltip section.

embeddings. It also extracts representative keywords from the top-
ics, which are used as topic headings. We configured BERTopic
to perform dimensionality reduction with UMAP10 and clustering
with HDBSCAN11.

2.2.4 Postprocessing. To improve the quality of topic modeling
results and rank sentences based on their relevance, we postpro-
cess the results in two ways. First, we remove outliers from topics
by matching the topic keywords against the words in each sen-
tence. If a sentence contains fewer than three topic keywords, it
is removed from the dataset. The next step eliminates redundancy
within a topic and evaluates the relevance of each sentence. Using
the previously generated sentence embeddings from the topic mod-
eling step, we calculate the cosine similarity between all sentence
pairs within the same topic. When two sentences have a cosine
similarity above 0.8, they are considered duplicates. The shorter
sentence is discarded, and the duplicate count of the longer sen-
tence is incremented. This duplicate count serves as a measure of
sentence relevance. The greater the number of duplicates, the more
frequently the sentence appeared in news articles and the more
relevant it might be.

2.2.5 Time-Tagging. To create a timeline, we need tomap sentences
to concrete dates. This requires the identification and resolution of
temporal expressions in the sentences. The SUTime12 time-tagger
was employed for this purpose. It detects temporal information
and resolves it to the referenced date, incorporating the article’s
publication date. Some rules had to be added to ensure that all tem-
poral expressions are mapped to dates, such as mapping ’Summer’
to ’07.08’.

10https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
11https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
12https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/sutime.shtml

2.3 Demonstration System
The system was implemented as a web application with a Vue.js13
frontend and a Django14 backend.

2.3.1 Settings. Upon entry, the website shows a settings panel
that provides the user with some adjustable configurations. Here,
decisions about whether updates should be automatic or manual
can be made. There is also the possibility to specify the quantity of
articles and their time frame. A text field prompts users to specify
an entity for exploration.

2.3.2 Timeline. The website’s core component is the timeline visu-
alization. As shown in Figure 1 (left), the y-axis shows the different
topics, whereas the x-axis displays future dates referenced by the
sentences. A data point on the timeline represents a collection of
sentences belonging to the same topic such that all reference the
same date. This collection of sentences is revealed when hovering
over the datapoint in the form of a tooltip section. They are ranked
according to their relevance score, which is also displayed next to
each sentence. There is also an option to delve into the full article
for more context, by simply clicking on a sentence. The data point
itself has a color assigned to it, representing the relevance of the
sentences it contains, with red colors indicating higher relevance.

2.3.3 Word Cloud. Complementing the timeline, the word cloud
visualization, depicted in Figure 1 (right), provides the user with
sentences that do not contain any temporal expressions. Each topic
is represented as a cloud, whose size corresponds to the mean
relevance of the contained sentences. On interaction, these clouds
unfold to reveal the associated sentences, again along with their
relevance scores and with links to their origin articles.

13https://vuejs.org/
14https://www.djangoproject.com/
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3 EVALUATION
To assess the effectiveness of our system, we developed a six-task
exercise and presented it to six users of varying age and technical
affinity. Each user had to complete the exercise with one of three en-
tities. These tasks were designed to examine the timeline and word
cloud components. The tasks included: 1) summarizing the entity’s
future outlook, 2) determining which topic and date have the high-
est/lowest relevance and analyzing the overall ranking, 4) engaging
with the timeline to find incorrectly resolved temporal expressions,
5) summarizing the content of the most relevant word cloud, 6) ex-
amining the word clouds for duplicate content and 7) examining
both components for sentences without future-related content.

The users provided lengthy summaries, implying a wide range
of predictions for upcoming years. The color-coding of datapoints
managed to successfully convey relevance, but users noticed that
nearer predictions were generally marked as more relevant, while
key distant predictions often had lower relevance scores. Some
users found this to be a problem, as distant events are often more
significant and require more time to unfold. The time-tagging was
generally accurate but struggled with some past predictions like "In
2019, he correctly predicted that a pandemic would occur by the end
of the year". This is because the tagger resolves temporal expres-
sions relative to the parent article’s publishing date, and does not
understand that "in 2019" should be the anchor date in this sentence.
Some users found similar sentences in the same cluster, but the
information they provided was slightly different. This provided
additional context, which was well-received.

Overall, the system received strong approval from its users. On
a five-star scale, the topic and classification quality received an
average rating of 4 stars, while time-tagging quality received 3
stars. The ranking was evaluated at 3.5 stars, and the visualization
received a 4.5-star average. Users were particularly satisfied with
the ability of the system to provide information about an entity’s
future plans, events, and decisions. However, the biggest critique
was the system’s speed, especially the time it takes to retrieve the
initial results.

4 LIMITATIONS
The system’s primary limitation is speed. While data is processed in
smaller batches to achieve faster initial results, full parallelization
is not possible due to the need for clustering and postprocessing on
the entire dataset, resulting in a workflow bottleneck. Furthermore,
SUTime sometimes encounters issues with ambiguous references.
For instance, it interprets ’on Tuesday’ as referring to the future
in contexts where it pertains to a past event. Additionally, some
collected predictions can be outdated, and to mitigate this one could
consider publication dates of future-related content as done in [19].

5 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an approach and implemented a working sys-
tem for extracting and visualizing future events on timelines for
user queries. By developing a multi-source dataset of 6,800 labeled
sentences, we fine-tuned a DistilRoBERTa model to identify future
references. We then used BERTopic for topic modeling and SU-
Time for time-tagging to extract topics from the data and detect
and resolve temporal expressions. A dedicated postprocessing step

improved cluster quality and ranked sentences according to their
relevance. We also designed an intuitive interface that presents the
results with an interactive timeline and word clouds. A user study
confirmed the system’s ability to offer a detailed overview of the
future, while also highlighting potential areas for improvement,
especially speed.
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